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1. INTRODUCTION 
It was shown in [2] that if the statement 
(I .l) For all finite p-groups G, every element 5 E H2(G, T) 13 of degree < 
class of G 
where Tis the additive group of rationals mod 1 treated as a trivial G-module, 
holds, then the answer to the dinzen.sim conjecture [2] is in the affirmative. 
The present work (in which the notation and terminology is that of [2]) is 
the result of an attempt to examine the equivalence of the above statement 
with the dimension conjecture. 
Let 
be an exact sequence where G is a group of class n, rr a group of class < n -+ 1, r,, 
the nth term in the lower central series of rr, i the inclusion map. It is clear 
that every homomorphism (Y : zITtl --+ T induces a central extension M, say, 
of T by G and we have a commutative diagram 
O-n,---+ n ---,6-O 
l- 18 I/ 
O-T - M ----+ G - 0. 
We shall call such an extension 
an induced central extemiun of T by G. We note (Theorem 2.1) that the 
27 
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homomorphism 01 : nn + T can be extended to a polynomial map 9) : n -+ T 
of degree < n + 1 if and only if the central extension 
O-+T+M+G-+O 
corresponds to an element of degree < n in H2(G, T). This together with 
Theorem 4.4 of [2] shows that the dimension conjecture is equivalent to the 
statement: 
Every induced central extension of T by a finite p-group G corresponds to an 
element of akzree < class of G in H2(G, T). This motivates the investigation 
of the induced central extensions. 
In Section 3 we characterise the induced central extensions. It turns out 
that every central extension of T by an Abelian group G is an induced central 
extension. From this we derive that every element of H2(G, T), G arbitrary 
Abelian, is of degree < 1. This generalises Theorem 7.2 of [2] (see also [4], 
Cor. 2, p. 161). For non-Abelian groups we prove that every central extension 
of T by a nilpotent group G of class n > 2 is an induced central extension 
if and only if the inflation homomorphism 
inf : H2(G/G,+I , Z( p”)) --f N”(G, Z( p”)) 
is the zero homomorphism for all primes p. Equivalently this is the case when 
the transgression homomorphism 
trans : hom(G,+, , Z( p”)) - H2(G/GPI.--I , Z( p”)) 
is an isomorphism for all primes p. 
We conclude by proving a result (Theorem 4.2) about the exponent of the 
subgroup of H2(G, Y’), G nilpotent, which is generated by the elements 
corresponding to the induced central extensions. 
2. INDUCED CENTRAL EXTENSIONS ANI) THE DIM~SION CONJECTURE 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x be a group of class n + 1 and OL : nn -* T a homa- 
morphism. Then (Y can be extended to a polynomial map T : rr -+ T of degree 
< n + 1 if and only if the central extension induced by OL is of degree < n. 
Proof. Let G = n/n,, and 
0-+T+M+G+O 
be the central extension induced by 01. If this extension is of degree < n, 
then oi can be extended to a polynomial map of degree < n + 1 ([2], Theorem 
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5.5). Conversely, assume that a can be extended to a polynomial map 
CJI : x -* T of degree < n + 1. Let {w( g)jlEG be a set of representatives of G 
in x and W( g, , ga) : G x G + x, the corresponding 2-cocycle. Then every 
element of x can be uniquely written as zu( g) z, g E G, z E rr,$ . As 
z - en E A::.‘, where e, stands for the identity of z and A, is the augmcn- 
tation ideal of x, ([2], Section 2, (iii)), 
We extend x to Z(G), the integral group ring of G, and W to Z(G) x Z(G) 
by linearity. It is easy to see that 
d4 8,) z1 - e,)(zu( g2) 3 - 4 = x( gl - pd( g2 - 4 1 4 W ~3 y g2)) 
where g, , g, E G and zi , zs E X, . Consequently 
pl(w(gd z1 - e,)(w(g,) z2 - 4 *** (w(gn+2) z,fL2 - 4 
L X(gl - eG)(g:! - eG) “’ (&-2 - eG) 
+ X(H((& - e&g:! - eG) “’ (&+l - eG)v&+2))? 
g, , g, ,..., ~,,+2 E G, ~1 , z, ,..., an +2 E “n . 
As the left hand side is zero, v being of degree < n + 1, we obtain 
x(&h - eC)(g2 - eG) “’ c&+2 - eG) 
-k c@&h - e&k?2 - eG) ‘-’ (&z+l - eG>vgn+2)) = O, 
g, , g2 ,..., gv, E G. 
Define /3 : G x G --f T by 
p( gl ? g2) = x(x1 - eG)(62 - eC) f a(H(& , g2)h g, sg,EG. 
Then /3 is a 2-cocycle cohomologous to the 2-cocycle 
4Vg, , gz)) : G x G + T 
and the above equation shows that p is of degree < n. Hence the extension 
is of dcgrce < n and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Dimension conjecture is equivalent to the following 
statement: For all jinite p-groups G, every element of the subgroup of H2(G, T) 
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generated by the elements which correspond to the induced central extensions 
is of degree < class of G. 
Proof. ?Ve first observe that the sum and difference of any two elements 
5,711 E H2(G, T) of degree < ti are again elements of degree < n. The 
Corollary now follows from Theorem 2.1 and ([2], Theorem 4.4). 
3. CHARACT~USATION OF INWC~, CENTRAL EXTENSIONS 
hMXA 3.1. A?& 
O----+A,~B,--+ be c-o 
be a commutative diagram in the category of groups such that 
(a) the rows are exact, 
(b) Q$(A,) C center of B, . 
r>efineu:A,~B,OA,andv:B,OA,-+B,by 
@(4 = @44t “W’> and v(x* Y) = 13(x) “Lf Yb 
Then u and v are homomorphisms and the sequence 
if exact. 
Proof. To check that the maps u and v are homomorphisms is trivial. 
Let x E A, and U(X) = ( eB1 , eA,), where eo denotes the identity of G. Then 
al(x) = eB1 and therefore x = eA . Thus u is a monomorphism. Let x E B, . 
Then B,(x) E C. Since & is an ipimorphism, there exists y E B, such that 
MYI = iB2W Because of commutativity j&@(y)) = /3r( y) = p2(x). 
Therefore p( y)-1.x E ker & . Thus /3( y)-lx = a&) for some z E As . Hence 
x = F(y) as(z). This proves that v is an epimorphism. 
Let XEA~. Then U(X) = (al(x), a(x)-I). Therefore 
+W = ~tal(x)) a2MxY>- 
But /I o ar = ol, o CY. Therefore v(u(~)) = eBp showing that Im u C ker zz 
Finally let (x, y) E ker v i.e., x E B, , y E A, , and p(x) (yz( y) = eBe . Then 
,8&?(x)) = ec (Im a2 = ker B2). But & = /!!a 0/3. So 13,(x) = ec . Hence 
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there exists x E A, such that x = o~r(z). Kow ~(.a) = (x, a(z)-‘). x = “r(z) 
implies that /3(x) -= /3(ar(z)) = (Y~((Y(z)). But p(x) = %( y)-r. Therefore 
a2( y)-1 = a&Y(z)). s ince ova is a monomorphism, we have y-l = D(Z) or 
U(Z)-’ = y. Hence U(Z) = (x, y). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2. A central extension 
G a nilpotent group of class n, is an induced central extension if and only if M 
has a subgroup N such that 
(a) N, = M, , 
(b) N/N, z G, the isomrphism being induced by ,8. 
Proof. W. 1. o. g. we can assume that 01 is the inclusion map. Suppose M has 
a subgroup N satisfying (a) and (b). Th en we have the commutative diagram 
BIN 0 - N, 2 N - G - 0 
ij, ii 1) 
O- Ti-MG’G-0 
(i denotes the 
identity map) 
which shows that the given extension is an induced central elrtension. 
Conversely, suppose that we have a commutative diagram 
3 
0-h7in--+x- ‘l G-O 
By Lemma 3.1, we have an exact sequence 
where U(X) = (x, a(~)-~), x E mn , and er(x, t) = /3(x) t, x E 7~, t E T. Let 
N = /3(x). We assert that N is the required subgroup of 144. Let pa = /&IN. 
Let x E G. Then pr( y) = x for somey E rr. Therefore /3&3( y)) = /3,( y) = X. 
Now fi( y) EN. Hence& is an epimorphism. Lety ET such that &(/I(y)) = co . 
Then /J(y) = ec . Therefore y E r, and so /3(y) E N,, . Hence ker j$ C N, . 
But, G being of class n, /%JMM, = 0. Hence /&,, = 0 and so N,, = kera . 
This proves the exactness of 
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Let xElM,. Since w is an epimorphism, there exists an element 
(y, t) E (7r @ 7Jn such that s(y, t) = 3~. Since (rr @ T)n = n, @ (ea.) for 
rz > I, we have YEmn and t = er. Now ‘~‘(y,t) =&)t =&)EN,. 
For y E 7r,, implies that p(r) E N, . Hence we have proved that M,, C N, . 
As N,, C M, , it follows that M,, = N, . This completes the proof of (3.2). 
Let 
O-+T+M-+G-+O 
be a central extension of T by a group G of class n. Then M,, C T and we have 
a central extension 
0 -+ T/M,, + M/M,, + G -+ 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. A central extension 
O-+TLMLG-0, G of class n, 
is an induced central extension if and only if the central extension 
O-+ T/M,+M/M,,-+G+O 
is a split extension. 
Proof. Let 
O--+TAM%G-0, G of class n, 
be an induced central extension. Then, by Theorem 3.2, M has a subgroup 
N such that the following diagram is commutative 
BIN O-FM,,=N,$+N-G-O 
Ii ii I 
0-T 2-M &G----+0. 
Let 5 denote the element of H2(G, T) which corresponds to the given 
extension. The above diagram shows that E is in the image of 
i* : H2(G, M,) -+ H2(G, T) 
i* being the homomorphism induced by the inclusion map i : M, 3 T. 
Let p* : F12(G, T) --t H2(G, T/M,) be the homomorphism induced by the 
natural projection p : T + II’/&‘,, . Asp* 0 i* = 0, p*(f) = 0. But 
is the extension corresponding to p*(f). Hence this extension splits. 
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Conversely, assume that the extension 
O+ T/I%&+ M/M,,+ G-z0 
splits. Then the element 5 belongs to Im i*, since Im i* = ker p*. Therefore 
there exists a group U such that M,, is contained in the center of 
U, U/M,, c G and there is a commutative diagram 
0,M,i 7/“‘-G-0 
0--+ T i-:M4’G-+O. 
As G is of class n, U, C M, . Let x E && . Then, by Lemma 3.1, there exists 
(u, 2) E (U @ T)n such that x = B’(U) t. For n 3 1, (U @ T)n = U, @ (+). 
Hence t = er and u E U,, . Since U, 2 Mn , p’(u) = u (using the commuta- 
tivity of the left hand side square). Hence x E CJ,, . This proves that M, = U, . 
Consequently the above diagram shows that the central extension 
is an induced central extension. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Every central extension 
O+T+M+G+O 
of T by an arbitrary Abelian group G is an induced central extension. 
Pmof. Let 
O+T-+M-+G+O 
be a central extension of T by an Abelian group G. Consider the central 
extension 
As T is a divisible Abelian group, so is T/Ml . In the exact sequence 
O+ T/M-* M/M,+G-+O 
all the entries are Abelian groups and T/&Z1 is divisible Abelian. Hence this 
exact sequence splits. The corollary now follows from Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Every central extension 
O-+ T-+M->F/F,,+O 
481/16/I-3 
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of T ~JJ a free nilpotent group F/F,, , F a free group, is an indued central 
extension. 
Proof. Let 
be a central extension of T by a free nilpotent group FIF, of class n. Consider 
the central extension 
Here M/M, is nilpotent of class n. As FIFpI is a free group in the variety of 
nilpotent groups of class < n, this sequence must split. The corollary follows 
from Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 7.2 of [2] states that if G is a finitely generated Abelian group, 
then every element of P(G, T) is of degree < 1. Corollary 3.4 leads to an 
extension of this result to include all Abelian groups. 
THEOREM 3.6. If G is an Abelian group, then every element of IP(G, T) 
is of degree < 1. 
Proof. Let 5 E H*(G, T), 
O-+T+M-+G+O 
a central extension corresponding to 5. By Corollary 3.4 there exists a 
group 7r of class < 2 and a commutative diagram 
i 
o--+Tr1- ?T __t ” G-O 
1= la II &--+Ti-M-%&--+0. 
Therefore (applying Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 4.2 of [2]) the homo- 
morphism 01: rrl + T can be extended to a polynomial map q : rr + T of 
degree < 2. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, the extension 
is of degree < 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
The preceding result raises the question of character-king the nilpotent 
groups G for which every central extension 
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of T by G is an induced central extension. The next theorem characterises 
such nilpotcnt groups. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every central extension 
0-+T-+M-+G-+O 
of T by a fixed group G of class n > 2 is an induced central extension if and 
only if the inflation homo?twrphism 
inf : H2(G/G,-1 , Z( p”)) -+ EP(G, Z( p”)) 
is the zero homomorphism for all primes p. 
Proof. Let 
0-+ T-+ U-+G/G,,-,+O 
be a central extension of T by G/G,+, . Let 
O-tT-+M-tG-+O 
be the central extension corresponding to the image under inflation of the 
element corresponding to 
O+T+U+G/G,-,+O 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
O-T-M- ” G---+0 
I’ :/ 
.I 1 
B 1 
O-T-U % G/G,, - 0. 
We assert that class of M = n. In fact we have a homomorphism 
given by u(m) = (/3(m), PI(m)). If u(m) = euec, then p(m) = eU and 
a(m) = eo . But B(m) = eo implies that m E T so that p(m) = m. Thus 
m = eM . Hence u is a monomorphism. Now U and G are both of class < 71. 
Hence 44 is of class < n. Of course M is not of class < n, since G is of class 
n. Hence M is of class exactly 71. By hypothesis 
O+T-+M-+G+O 
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is an induced central extension. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3, 
0-zT+M-+G-+O 
is the trivial extension. It follows that 
inf : H2(G/G,,-1 , T) -+ H2(G, T) 
is the zero homomorphism. Consequently 
inf : H*(G/G,,-, , Z( p”)) + H2(G, Z( p”)) 
is the zero homomorphism, since T = C, nrrme Z( p”) (direct sum). 
Conversely, suppose that G is a nilpotent group of class 71 such that 
inf : H2(G/G,,-, , Z( 9”)) -+ HYG, Z( p”)) 
is the zero map for all p. Then 
inf : H2(G/GneI , D) ---t Ii2(G, D) 
is the zero map for every torsion divisible Abelian group D, since every 
such group is a direct sum of the groups Z( p”). Let 
O+T-+M-+G-+O 
be a central extension of T by G. If M, :-= T, then this extension is obviously 
an induced central extension. Suppose that M, $ T. Consider the extension 
O+ T/M,+M/M,,+G+O. 
This central extension corresponds to an element f, say, of H*(G, T/M,). 
Let iw(h)k~IG,-I be a choice of representatives of the elements of G/G,-, 
in G. By Theorem 8.3 of [2] we can find a 2-cocycle f : G x G -+ T/Mn 
representing t and satisfying 
f@Pl) 3, @2) x2) =f@@1)9 4h2N t-f@@,), x2) 
h, , h, E G/G,-, and zl, x2 E G,-l . Let (~(~)}o& be the choice of represen- 
tatives of the elements of G in M/M, to which this 2-cocycle f corresponds. 
Then 
dw(hNd=) = d4h)4fkW, 4 = d4d=Wf(W4 4, 
because f(z, w(h)) is the identity element and G,+, _C center of G. Hence 
fM4, 4 = b&W), d41- 
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As x E G,-, , v(x) E I%I+~T/M, . Therefore 
f(w(h)> 4 E (MIWJ, = hm,). 
Consequently f(w(h), z) = eT;Mn and we have 
f e4hl) % I w&J 4 =f (w(M, w@,N, h, , h, E GG+, > ~1, ~2 E G-, . (3.8) 
Consider the map 
given by 
k : G/G,-, x G/G,-, + T/M,, 
k(h, , h,) -f (w(h,), w(h)), h, , h, E G/G-, . 
It follows from (3.8) that k is a 2-cocycle. Let 7 be the element of 
If2(G/G,-, , T/M,,) defined by k. It is clear that 6 is the image of 7 under 
the inflation map 
inf : H2(G,!G,,-, , T/M,) -+ H2(G, T/M,). 
As T/M,, is a torsion divisible Abelian group, this inflation map is the zero 
map. Hence the exact sequence 
splits. By Theorem 3.3 it follows that 
is an induced central extension. 
Theorem 3.7 together with the exact sequence of Vermani ([3], Theorem 
1.2) gives the following result: 
COROLLARY 3.9. Every central extension 
of T by a jixed group G of class n > 2 is an induced central extension if and 
only if the transgression map 
trans : hom(G,-, , Z( p”)) + H2(GjG+, , Z( p”)) 
is an isonwrphism for all primes p. 
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4. THE SUBGROUP IND(H~(G, T)) 
Notation 4.1. If M is a group of finite exponent, we denote by e(M) 
the exponent of M. 
Let G be a nilpotent group of class rr. We denote by Ind(H2(G, T)) the 
subgroup of H2(G, T) g enerated by the elements which correspond to the 
induced central extensions. 
THBOREM 4.2. If G is a nilpotent group of class n wh that Gnel is of 
finite exponent, then 
Proof. IA 
e(G,-,) Ind(H2(G, 7’)) = 0. 
O-tT-+M+G-+O 
be an induced central extension. Then there exists a group w of class < n -I- 1 
and a commutative diagram 
O-P,-T-G-0 
4 1 II 
O-T- M-G-O. 
As G,,-l has a finite exponent, the exponent of rr,,&, is finite. Therefore 
the exponent of r,, is also finite and 
+d I 4Gd~l. 
Let W( g, , g2) : G x G + w,, be a 2-cocycle representing the central extension 
O+P,-P~+G+O. 
Then the central extension 
O+T+M+G-+O 
is represented by the 2-cocycle a( W( g, , g2)) : G x G + T. As 
e(G-d Wgl j g2) = ewn for all gl , g2 E G, e(G+J dW(gl , g2)) = eT 
for all g, , g, E G. Hence if .$ is the element of H2(G, T) corresponding to 
the central extension 
O+T+M-+G+O, 
then 
4%1) 6 = 0. 
Hence e(G,-,) 5 = 0 for every generator E of Ind(H2(G, T)). It follows that 
e(Gnml) Ind(H*(G, T)) = 0. 
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